
Английский язык  7-8 классы 

Межрегиональная олимпиада школьников «Высшая проба» 2018, 2 этап 1

 
Time limit: 120 minutes 

Maximum score: 100 
 

Внимание! Обязательно перенесите ответы в бланк ответов. 
Жюри проверяет только бланк ответов. 

 
 

LISTENING (20 points) 
 

Task 1 
Part 1. Listen to the text “How Wolves Change Rivers”. Decide which three statements 
(A-G) are true according to the text. If you choose more than three options, you will get 0 
point for this part. Transfer your answers onto the answer sheet. 
 
A. Wolves always lived in the Yellowstone Park. 
B. At some point, deer almost destroyed the vegetation of the park. 
C. The number of deer in the park does not exceed the population of wolves. 
D. It takes ages for valleys to turn into forests. 
E. Life of many animals depends on beavers. 
F. Bears and wolves cannot live without each other. 
G. Wolves changed the sights and views of the Yellowstone National Park. 

 
Part 2. Listen to the text “The Victoria and Albert Museum”, or V&A for short. Decide 
which three statements (A-G) are true according to the text. If you choose more than three 
options, you will get 0 points for this part. Transfer your answers onto the answer 
sheet. 

 
A. There is more than one reason to visit the V&A Museum. 
B. To attract working people, the V&A offered free meals to its visitors. 
C. Initially, the Museum had a different name. 
D. The Museum can’t physically expand its collection any more. 
E. The Museum is mainly interested in the art of China, India and the Middle East. 
F. The research department of the Museum tries to find new ways to present its 
collection. 
G. The Museum has many buildings in different parts of Britain. 

 
Task 2  
Listen to both texts again. Complete the sentences below. Write no more than one word. 
Sentences 3 and 4 are related to Text 1, sentences 5 and 6 are related to Text 2. Transfer 
your answers onto the answer sheet. 
 

3. But as soon as the wolves arrived even though there were few in number, they started to 
have the most __________ effects.  
4. The reason was that the regenerating forests __________ the banks so that they collapse 
less often. 
5. The V&A has produced some of the most popular and critically acclaimed __________ 
exhibitions of recent time. 
6. The museum's national art library houses more than nine hundred and fifty thousand 
books dedicated to the study of fine and _________ arts. 
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VOCABULARY (Vocabulary+Grammar - 30 points) 

In the table below there are ten sentences with phrases and words typed in Bold. Five sentences are 
correct and five sentences have errors. Read through each sentence. If everything is correct, write OK 
in the right column. If there are errors, write the correct version. 
 

 Statement Your answer 

1 What time do you usually come at home?  

2 
If you’ve lost touch with your friend we can help you solve this 
problem. 

 

3 He does swimming every Wednesday.  

4 Never put all your eggs in one basket.  

5 The boy wasn’t high enough to reach the shelf.  

6 I’ve put over 2 kilos recently.  

7 He’s been feeding the police with information about the gang.  

8 Laura lends money from me all the time.  

9 Are you excited for your trip to Japan?  

10 Red Square is the most familiar place in Moscow.  

 

GRAMMAR  

Translate the parts of the sentence given in Russian into English. Write no more than 4 words.  

Write only the translated words in the right column. 

Sentence Your answer 

1. Are you интересуешься watersports?  

2. Нам можно to wear jeans on Fridays.  

3. He asked хотим ли мы to go to the cinema together.  

4. На твоем месте I would send Anne a text message.  

5. Он залился краской when he realized his mistake.  
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CREATIVE WRITING (50 points) 

Look at the portrait below. Describe the man you see in the picture (180-200 words). Please 
follow the plan below: 

‐ The man’s appearance 
‐ The man’s character 
‐ The man’s occupation/profession 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


